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Shapes are one of the ways that we make sense of the world.
An entire section of the brain may be devoted to seeing contours and recognizing these
as shapes. Geometric shapes, organic ones, rigid contours, irregular outlines...the brain
decodes them all.
But there is something special about the appeal of the circle.
The early sciences connected the circle with the perfect realm of the heavens and since
then the circle has been studied in detail through the tools of higher mathematics, physics, art, iconography, and symbology.
And then there is the powerful visual appeal…the circle of poets and artists, the picture in
the mind that suggests completion and perfection, stability and rotation.
This book presents a number of reflections on the circle – that most essential of shapes –
and the ways that we think about what we see, and see the world according to the way
we think.
.

PLATO’S CIRCLE
A Perfect Shape

To Plato, the circle was essence.
Pure in its structure, perfect in its form.
A circle could be easily defined as a plane figure composed of a series of points, all of
which are equidistant from a given point. But in the Platonic view of the world, the circle
exemplified the Forms, those idealized understandings that exist only in the mind and
beyond the gritty world of our senses.
In this way, the circles we see or make are merely shadows of the deeper truth of circularity that can be known through reason alone.
In fact, the perfect circle cannot even be discussed since language and definitions themselves are limited. Because of this, Plato says, Forms have greater reality than objects in
the physical world, not less. Every circle is an echo, a whisper of something much more
essential and true.
Therefore the most powerful impact of any circle may be its hint of perfection, of a perfect
circle out there somewhere like a dream we have yet to know.

Newton’s Wheel
A Circular Insight

To see a circle where none exists is an act of creative will.
Throughout history a number of innovations have resulted from bending the world to fit the
will...in other words, arranging things into a circle that do not present themselves that way
at all.
A case in point is the Color Wheel, created by Isaac Newton when he noticed that the colors at the far ends of the spectrum were similar and got the idea of placing these rainbow
hues into a circular pattern. The Spectrum Wheel, as he called it, led to new insights about
the relationships of the colors such as primaries and secondaries, supplements and complements, and above all a magical sense that the hues of the world have a hidden order.
Over the centuries other systems have been developed but Newton’s insight that a circular
arrangement might prove useful has been the basis and inspiration for modern color theory
and printing.
A fine example of the circle as creative breakthrough.

The Period
Revolution in the Round

A dot is a mark that just so happens to be round.
A square dot, a triangular dot, a dot in the shape of New Jersey would never be as compelling and the most famous dot is the one we end sentences with…the period. Like most
things circular, it is a concoction, an attempt to wrestle the world into submission.
A point of conclusion in a world of change.
Until the Renaissance, the methods for separating written ideas on a page were a hodgepodge of blanks, slashes, dits, and dashes. Then in 1566, Aldus Manutius the Younger defined the use of the period as a full stop and used the round punct because it was an easy
shape to engrave.
His use of the dot in this way led to text that separated ideas into visual phrases and this
influenced all prose thereafter and may even have contributed to the mind-set of rationality
that ushered in the Age of Enlightenment.
Proof that even a circle so small that one can barely see it can have a big impact.

The Hand-Drawn Circle
Natural Circles

Nothing could be easier than drawing a circle.
A compass can be used without much effort, and so can a string tied to a central stake.
But there is yet another way to draw a circle that is even more compelling and that is to
do it free-hand. Drawing a perfect circle with no tool at all, just a gesture of the hand and
eye, has a magnetic appeal. In fact there are entire events like the World Freehand Circle
Drawing competition devoted to this fascination, not to mention hundreds of YouTube
videos.
Try it yourself.
Take a pen or brush and a surface and try to draw a perfect circle at different sizes. You
will find that the attempt – perfect or not – elicits a satisfying sense of conclusion, especially because the only tool was your own body thinking circularly. To draw a circle by
hand and make it perfect through balance and rhythm and a dream in the eye’s mind, puts
you in touch with that one great circle that exists only in the imagination.

The Full Moon
Visual Poetry

Is the full moon a disc, an orb, a plate, a circle?
In fact it is none of those…it is a sphere.
Only the limitations of our eyes bound to the earth present it to us as a flat object. Yet that
is the visual truth human beings have known for thousands of years before the moon as a
celestial ball was understood.
Through myth and romance, it is one of the purest of circles, at least in the mind’s eye. The
full moon is so compelling that it has been seen to influence the heart, the emotions, crime,
fertility, and of course werewolves. The monthly return of the moon to its pure circularity is
celebrated in most cultures because of the gravitational pull of circles in our consciousness.
In reality our perception of the moon as a circle is so powerful that we easily misjudge its
true size – the nail of your pinky held at arm’s length will easily obscure the moon – yet it
looms much larger than that for us in the night sky and in our imagination.

The Circle of Fifths
The Sound of the Round

The circle of fifths is another one of those envisioned forms.
A leap of thought that uses the circle as a stepping-stone to insight.
Like the organic chemistry ring and the color wheel, it takes a linear set and by circling
them makes new understanding possible. In this case it was Pythagoras, the 6th century
BCE Greek scholar, who made the leap. The circle of fifths is an octave bent; each of the
12 points around the circle is the fifth pitch in the scale of the preceding stop and therefore
meshes with the idea of an octave with 12 half steps.
The circle of fifths is part of the foundation of Western music theory and basic to teaching
harmonic structure, composing and harmonizing, building chords, and moving to different
keys within a composition.
In fact, there is nothing especially circular about the 12 tones of Western music but visualizing them in this format allows us to see hidden relationships.
Proof that circles can reveal as well as unify.

Black Hole
The Circle at the Edge of Time

Black holes are holes and holes are round.
But that is where their familiarity ends.
Since they were first predicted by Relativity Theory, astronomers have identified numerous
black holes at the centers of galaxies, including a supermassive one of more than 4 million
solar masses in the center of our own Milky Way galaxy. Black holes are black because no
light can escape from them and they are holes as the result of a balance between gravity
and centrifugal force, mass and entropy. In fact, any two forces that find a balance equally
in all directions settle on the circle as a natural form.
That is one reason why the universe likes them so much and why we look into the heavens
and see circles there…the stars, the planets, even the dome of the sky when there are no
obstructions around. But it is pure poetry, the romance of the round, to know that strange
dark holes no one can see also riddle the universe.

Art Circle
Expressing Completion

Artists become fascinated with shapes.
This is especially true of those artists who focus on abstract images that allow them to explore visual elements in the purest possible way.
Vassily Kandinsky was one of these and he was interested not only in producing art but in
developing a theory of geometric figures and their relationships. In 1922, Kandinsky joined
the Bauhaus and began to explore the correspondence between colors and forms and their
psychological and spiritual effects and tried to establish a universal aesthetic language.
His greatest fascination was with the circle which, he wrote, “is the synthesis of the greatest
oppositions. It combines the concentric and the eccentric in a single form and in equilibrium.” He thought of the circle as both stable and unstable at the same time and as a single
tension that carried countless tensions within it.
And of course, he painted circles – hundreds of them – in an attempt to explore the universal appeal and simple power of this basic shape.

The Squared Circle		
A Mathematical Dream

The squared circle is a quest.
It is not simply an image but a mathematical challenge, first posed by ancient geometers, to
create a square with the same area as a given circle by using only a finite number of steps
with compass and straightedge. In other words, to create one is to venture into the Platonic
realm of perfect geometric forms.
Because the square is associated with human engineering and architecture and the circle
associated with perfect, divine geometry, their combination in this way carries a sense of
reconciling the earthly with the infinite. That, no doubt, is one of the appeals of the challenge. Yet even if we don’t quite get the math, the sense of probing a connection between
these two basic forms automatically puts us in mind of something beyond the daily grind.
By 1882 the task was proven to be mathematically impossible and the term “squaring the
circle” is now sometimes used as a metaphor for trying to do something that cannot be
achieved.
This is a case of the circle standing for impossible perfection.

Sunspots		
Circles that Challenged

Drawing a few dots inside a circle can change the world.
Galileo drew this one in 1612 to show the dark patches he saw through his telescope that
seemed to be moving around the surface of the sun.
But that would have meant there was change in the heavens and since the Sun was considered to be a perfect creation of God, the Church denounced his observations.
Even though the evidence was clear that the sunspots were moving, Galileo failed to convince the judges of the Inquisition and in 1633 he was forced to recant his views under
threat of torture. A famous legend says that Galileo left the hearing in which he renounced
his own findings and under his breath could be heard uttering “Eppur si muove.”
The words mean…and yet it moves.
This was no perfect circle then, but a vision of the circles that represent the real and imperfect world that we live in. Appealing to Galileo, but not to everyone, and true to life.

Vetruvian Man		
Perfection of the Human Form

It is one of the most familiar images of the Renaissance.
The Vitruvian Man, created by Leonardo da Vinci in around 1487, depicts a male figure in
two positions with his arms and legs extended and inscribed in a circle and square.
The drawing was based on ideal human geometric proportions as outlined by the ancient
Roman architect Vitruvius who wrote: “For if a man can be placed flat on his back, with
his hands and feet extended, and a pair of compasses centered at his navel, the fingers and
toes of his two hands and feet will touch the circumference of a circle described therefrom.”
The image resonates in part because it merges the ideals of human reality and mathematical
purity. Plus, it reflects da Vinci’s own fascination with the relationship of man and nature
and his idea that the workings of the human body could be seen as an analogy for the workings of the universe.
And what better form to encompass that than the circle?

The Number Zero		
An Image of Nothing

Circles can be a lot of things…including nothing at all.
Take zero, for example.
Call it oh or null, or zilch or zip or nil or nought, it is nothing more than a circle yet it plays
a central role in mathematics as a placeholder in value systems.
Ancient cultures discovered the concept but it was not until the 2nd century that Ptolemy
began to use a small circle with a long overbar to represent the number zero, but only
for fractions. Hindu-Arabic numerals and the positional number system were introduced
around 500 AD when a Persian scientist, Al-Khwarizmi, wrote a book on arithmetic that
synthesized Greek and Hindu knowledge and also contained his own fundamental contribution to mathematics and science including an explanation of the use of zero.
It was not until the 12th century that the Arabic numeral system was introduced to the Western world through Latin translations and the circle as zero came into wider use.
Nothing, in this case, became a circle of something important...a calculating breakthrough.

Ouroboros			
Recurrency in Alchemy

The circle as a symbol has a rich history.
One such example is the Ouroboros, an ancient symbol depicting a serpent or dragon swallowing its own tail and forming a circle.
It has been seen as a symbol for infinity because the circle itself is endless and also of the
cyclical nature of the universe because the snake is both devouring itself and being reborn
from itself at the same time.
The most common example is seen in Alchemical texts where the symbol is used to represent chemical change but also the psychic evolution of the alchemist as he discovers new
processes and methods in the Great Work.
But in a more practical way, the Ouroboros is a symbol for a particular creative idea…that
of taking a linear form and bending it into a circle as Newton did for the color wheel or
Kekule for organic chemistry. A good example of the way we impose our imagination on
the world and, in so doing, change the world.

Kekule’s Ring			
The Circular Image in the Mind

Here is a case where a circle began a new science.
Friedrich August Kekule von Stradonitz was a German chemist and the principal founder of
the theory of chemical structure. For organic chemists, this theory of structure provided a
new clarity for pure and applied chemistry.
Kekulé’s idea was to assign certain atoms to certain positions within the molecule and connect them using what he called their “affinity units” or valences. The problem was how
to explain the complexity of connections of these molecules. His breakthrough was the
structure of benzene, which he visualized as a ring with carbon atoms in the interior and
hydrogen outside.
Kekule claimed that he discovered the ring shape of the benzene molecule after having a
daydream of a snake seizing its own tail. This vision, he said, came to him after years of
studying the nature of carbon-carbon bonds.
Innovation based on familiarity no doubt, but once again a circle in the mind led to a creative explanation in the world.

The Magic Ring		
Power of a Shape in Lore

How could a circle not exemplify the mysteries of the world?
It is essential where the world is intricate, simple where the world is complex, and endless
as the world is finite.
Perhaps that is why history is filled with circles, especially in the form of magic rings.
The Rings of Jasper for success, Solomon’s ring for power, Roman rings of the goddess Salus
for good fortune. And of course, in literature too…in the Beast Epics, in the Talmud, in
Norse mythology, in opera and legend, and most familiarly in the Lord of the Rings.
In fact, magic rings are found throughout the folklore of most regions to bestow invisibility,
strength, and wishes. Magic rings become magical because they have been enchanted
by a magician or touched by a god or are made of special material or are inhabited by a
spirit. They are almost always problematic for the wearers, users, or seekers but rarely evil.
Instead they bring out our own weaknesses and needs, our desire for perfection and our
imperfect desires.

The Steering Wheel		
How Cars Go Round

Surprise…steering does not have to be circular.
That is a hard thing to imagine in a world in which we are so used to turning a vehicle by
rotating our hands.
But in fact the first automobiles were steered with a tiller, not a wheel at all. The tiller
seemed just as natural in its day because the first notion of directional control was based on
a boat’s rudder, something many people were already used to.
The wheel as a steering device did not appear until 1894, when it was first tried out on the
winning car of the Paris-Rouen auto race. A wheel to steer made sense because it was more
efficient than a tiller, requiring less movement and less space in which to transfer the motion
to the car’s front axle. It still took time to catch on however, and was not a standard until
ten years later.
But beyond mere mechanics, it was no doubt the appeal – visually and sensually – of the
wheel form that made this innovation inevitable.

Yin Yang Symbol		
A Balance Within

Circles are so basic to our understanding of the world that they often are used to express our
most essential notions about life.
Take the familiar yin yang of Chinese philosophy as visualized through the taijitu symbol,
the familiar swirling shapes within a circle. The term taijitu means “diagram of the supreme
ultimate” and the symbol is meant to represent a key philosophical idea about the world.
The circle here, divided but balanced, expresses the idea that opposing forces are interconnected and that they give rise to each other in turn. Balance, movement, stability, change…
this concept is central to much Chinese science, medicine, and philosophy yet the symbol
itself has many forms and even appears in Celtic, Etruscan, and Roman iconography.
To draw the Zen version of the taijitu is to delve into the power of circles within circles…
the outer one, two symmetrical half-size inner ones, and smaller circles of opposing colors
within these. A balance of similarities and opposites not unlike the challenge of life itself.

Clockface			
Cyclical Notions of Time

There were clocks of course before there were round clock faces.
Early mechanical clocks in the 13th century rang bells to call the public to prayer. Only
later was it realized that the internal wheels could also be used to drive an indicator on a
dial. For a century later, a fixed hand was used to point to numbers on a rotating dial; then
with more complex mechanisms, this was reversed to show a moving hand on a fixed dial
as we have today.
The circularity of the dial probably comes from the conventions of the sundial…the overall
shape, the hands moving clockwise, and 12 o’clock at the top of the dial. As a result, we
not only think of clocks as having round faces, we think of time itself in a circular manner as
the shape comes to represent the concept…noon and midnight at the same position, time
flowing smoothly and rightwardly, and the hours of the days going around and around in
circles.
In this sense modern digital clocks not only change the display but change the very shape
of time in our minds.

The Hula Hoop		
Encircling Fun

Hoops as toys have a long history.
From the ancient Greeks who used them for exercise, to children in the Middle Ages who
rolled them along the streets, hoops have been made of willow, rattan, grapevines, and
even stiff grasses just for the fun of it.
But the familiar modern hip-swirling hoop is a special case. It was called a hula hoop
because British sailors to Hawaii in the 1800s saw the connection to hula dancing. In the
1950s, the Wham-O toy company began to make the hoops out of a new material – the
plastic Martex – and trademarked the name Hula Hoop. The combination of a simple
circular hoop and mass-produced plastic proved irresistible and Hula Hoops became an
instant fad. Twenty million of them sold for $1.98 in the first six months.
Most circles are observed from the outside; their balanced pleasure is visual alone. But the
Hula Hoop is one that we step into and sense from the inside out as we feel the energy of
the endless loop rotating around us.

A Kid’s Sun			
Where Icons Come From

We don’t normally see the sun as a circle.
Only at sunset or partially masked behind clouds is the round rim even visible. And we
never see the radiating light as distinct rays. Most of the time the sun presents itself to us as
a shimmering locus of light with no clear edge or structure.
So how can we explain the fact that most kids when drawing a picture of the sun show it as
a circle with radiating lines? Not to mention that smiley face inside.
Where does such an iconic image come from?
What they are drawing, of course, is not a picture of anything, it is a diagram of an idea. Or
more accurately, a set of ideas…that the sun is round, that it radiates energy, and that it has
a sunny personality. But then…where do those ideas come from?
The smiley face and the radiating lines may be a mystery but the power of the circle as an
essential shape to define something as familiar as the sun is clear right from the start.

The Vinyl Record			
Sound in the Round

If you want a continuous record of something, a round surface is the most compact approach.
Sound originally was recorded onto wax cylinders in which a continuous groove could be
cut but by the 1920s the idea of carving a spiral groove into a flat round plate was explored.
Manufacturing success did not arrive until 1948 when Columbia introduced the first vinyl
record.
Now referred to as “vinyl” or simply “LPs” the standard form is a 12” disc that rotates at 33
1/3 rpm and into which an original grooved track has been impressed. This is analog recording, a physical groove with pits and peaks that records the sounds. It was not until the
1980s that technology was able to produce digital tracks on CDs, which are also circular
but read with a laser rather than a needle, and later than that, all kinds of data onto DVDs.
Sadly for round-minded enthusiasts, this approach is fast giving way to flash memory which
does not rely on the circular form and is not much fun to hold either.

The Rotary Dial		
Calling All Circles

We are all quite used to making phone calls by pressing buttons or tapping icons.
But for the first 170 years, you made a call by rotating a circle within a circle. It was called
the rotary dial and it was invented as early as 1836 though now rarely seen outside of technology museums and some retro sci-fi movies.
The rotary dial sent an interrupted electrical pulse corresponding to the number dialed to a
central switching office. An early form of the rotary dial used lugs on a fingerplate instead
of holes but by 1904 circles inside circles seemed the way to go. Touch Tone technology
using a keypad began to slowly replace the dial by the 1970s but we still use the word “dialing” to mean making a call.
And anyone living through the past century no doubt still associates phone calls with circles
and can easily recall the sound, the feel, and the sense of repeated circular movement that
it took to get in touch with someone else.

The Frisbee			
Flight of the Rounded Edge

Circles can fly too.
We don’t normally associate the circle with flight, unless of course we are fans of the discus,
the UFO…or the Frisbee.
Frisbee is a registered trademark of the Wham-O company that first mass-produced the toy
in 1957, after having gone through many variations and alterations. The word Frisbee very
quickly came to mean any kind of plastic disc that can be flipped and flown. Early flying
discs were flat but later designs included a curved outer rim that in cross-section serves as
an airfoil and generates lift as it rotates. That is why a Frisbee, under the right conditions,
can fly further than a discus, if not a UFO.
Plastic made them lightweight and cheap to produce and that combination turned the Frisbee into a true fad and made this particular circle one of the most familiar objects of all
time.
Face it, everybody loves this circle…kids, athletes, even dogs.

The Target			
Focusing on Centers

The centers of circles are powerful points.
Because a circle is perfectly symmetrical in all directions, it is easy to pick out the center
point and in many shooting games that point is called the bull’s-eye. It is typically worth
10 points in archery and 25 points in darts and by extension is the name given to any shot
that hits the center.
The word bull’s-eye has also been extended to refer to any design or pattern featuring prominent concentric circles – visually suggesting an archery target – where the goal is to focus
on the center which is valued over the outer rings. There is no known game in which the
bull’s-eye has less value that any other area of the circle, a testament to its magnetic power.
That’s why “hitting the bull’s-eye” has become a term for any kind of success.
In dealing with circles, we normally focus our attention on the circumference, the roundness of the outer edge, but on a target with a bull’s-eye it is the middle that matters most.

The Letter O			
History of a Letterform

The case of O.
It is an image, a sound, and a thought.
To create it on a surface, the fingers draw a simple circle but even to say it, and to visualize
it in the mind’s eye is to see a circle where none exists.
O is a vowel and the fifteenth letter in the basic modern Latin alphabet and of course, in
that capacity it represents a linguistic sound. In fact, in modern English, it stands for two
sounds…the long and the short “o”.
Like all the letters that are such a familiar part of our ABCs, O has had a long and evolutionary history from the Egyptian hieroglyph for “eye” through the Semitic Ayin to the Greek
Omega (the long sound) and Omicron (the short sound).
Yet the visual aspect, that simple circle, has remained fairly constant since Phoenician times
until today, no doubt because it so beautifully represents the shape of the lips when sounding it out.
Try it…O.

Pizza Pie			
Rounding Dough

Circles are fun and therefore so are circular foods.
Take the pizza pie, for example.
Records of people adding various ingredients to bread to make it more flavorful can be
found throughout history, even back to the Neolithic Age. One signature moment in pizza
history occurred when tomato was first used as a topping by the late 18th century, mostly in
the poor area around Naples since tomatoes were shunned by the upper classes.
But the bigger breakthrough for our concern here was not the ingredients but the circularity
of the food. For a taste of that we can go back to the 1st century and this extract from the
Latin poet Vergil in his poem, the Aeneid, describing a flatbread that was prepared on round
shields:
Their homely fare dispatch’d, the hungry band
Invade their trenchers next, and soon devour,
To mend the scanty meal, their cakes of flour.
Ascanius this observ’d, and smiling said:
“See, we devour the plates on which we fed.”

Compass Rose			
Directions on the Curve

NEWS is not news.
In the world of maps, it stands for the four cardinal directions north, east, west, and south.
There is nothing circular about that idea. A cross symbol would more directly capture our
sense of four directions from a center.
Yet when we picture it in our mind’s eye, we can easily see it as a compass circle.
The formal name for that image is the Compass Rose, a circular symbol used on maps since
the 1300s to indicate the cardinal directions and which is also the basis for the graduated
markings on a standard magnetic compass.
The circumference of the design was usually divided into reference points and so the word
“rose” was used due to the fact that the compass points and pattern resembled the petals of
the flower.
And though the designs could become quite complex, basic colors and a simple shape was
used because it that could be identified and read quickly and seen easily by any light.

The Whole Earth		
Seeing Ourselves Whole

The power of the circle is in the mind.
Take for example the history of the Whole Earth image, which was an idea – a vision – even
before it was a reality.
Stewart Brand, who created the Whole Earth Catalog in the 1960s, was so captivated by
it that he began a public campaign to have NASA release a rumored photo of the earth as
seen from space. He thought it could become a symbol of shared hopes and dreams.
The idea was so compelling that Brand wanted to use it on the first Whole Earth Catalog
but he had no access to it. Instead a fish-eye lens photo of the sky was used; the impact of
that image was so strong that NASA soon released the actual first photo of the whole Earth,
taken November 10, 1967.
It is thought to be one of the most powerful images of all time perhaps because it echoes
that perfect circle we have in our minds yet also represents our imperfect and frail little
world.

The Bagel			
Eating Around the Whole

Okay…technically it is not a circle, nor even a disc.
It is a torus, a more complex geoform generated mathematically by revolving a circle in
three-dimensional space about an axis coplanar with the circle.
Very fancy but it is still the circularity of the bagel that gives it such a basic bagelness…and
so much fun to eat.
There has always been round bread but the idea of bread shaped by hand into a ring, then
boiled for a short time in water and then baked, was probably invented in Poland in the
16th century. The roll-with-a-hole design has practical advantages like more even cooking
and baking of the dough, the fact that it can be stuck onto a dowel for easier handling, and
the way in which it stands out from the crowd of baked goods.
But the essence, the truth, of the bagel can best be understood not just as you contemplate
its roundness but instead when you cut it open, spread some spread on it, and follow the
circling edge around to your mouth.

Angel Halo			
A Heavenly Form

How better to show divine perfection than with the circle?
Triangle, square, polyhedron…somehow they all fall hopelessly short. Too angular, too
irregular, too odd.
But the round halo makes perfect sense with its aura of simplicity and balance.
The halo – also known as a nimbus, aureole, glory, or gloriole – is actually a ring of light
but it is depicted in art as a circle or disk behind the head. And in some limited cases, like
cartoons, as a horizontal floating ring.
Haloes have been used in the iconographies of many religions and eras including Hellenistic Greek and Roman, Hindu, Buddhist, and Christian sacred art. In modern times, the
word halo itself was first used to refer to glowing circles in optical or astronomical use but
by the 17th century the word began to replace the older term “glory” meaning a bright and
divine disk.
It has become one of the most familiar symbols in all of art. We see the face and the circle
behind it and know we are in the realm of the divine instantly and without effort because
that is what circles as visual forms so easily convey.

The Wheel of Life
Seeing Life as a Journey

We see circles throughout our lives but is the journey of life itself a circle?
The images of Buddhism, particularly in Tibetan art, suggest that it is.
The bhavacakra or Wheel of Becoming is a complex symbolic representation of samsara in
the form of a circle. Samsara is the continuous cycle of birth, life, and death from which
we may liberate ourselves through enlightenment.
One legend suggests that the Buddha himself created the first depiction of the bhavacakra,
showing how different karmic actions contribute to one’s metaphorical existence in different realms.
But the circle of samsara is no simple unending line. Instead, the bhavacakra is usually divided into sections that represent the worlds of existence: Gods, Asuras, Humans, Animals,
Hungry ghosts, and Hell. In Buddhist representations of the wheel, within each of these
there is always at least one Buddha or bodhisattva depicted, trying to help sentient beings
find their way to nirvana through this complex cosmos.
Which, of course, is represented by a grand circle.

Stonehenge			
A Pattern for All Time

It is one thing to draw a circle with or without a tool.
But is quite another to mine and haul massive stones into a circle and Stonehenge is just
that.
A prehistoric monument in Wiltshire, England, it stands at the center of the most dense
complex of Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments in the country, including hundreds of
burial mounds, most of them round.
Archaeologists believe that the monument was erected four or five thousand years ago
probably as a burial mound, the stones brought in from miles around and erected using
basic technology of rolling logs and levers.
Why is Stonehenge round?
Perhaps because even the ancients saw the power of the circle to create a structural order,
instantly recognizable, that might challenge those forces that are themselves beyond our
control. In this way, the making of a circle becomes our bid for power in an overpowering
world, for control amid chaos, and perhaps even for immortality.

An Early Wheel		
The Power of the Round

When you think of the power of a circle, not just as an idea or an image but in practice,
nothing comes to mind faster than the wheel.
In fact, it seems so essential that it is hard to imagine the wheel as having been invented.
Yet the idea of a circular device that can rotate on an axle through its center did not appear
until about the 4th millennium BCE and from that point on it became common in cultures
throughout the world. But only for local and limited use; the circle as wheel turns out to
have been re-invented all over the world.
The reason for this is that wheels only work when the roads do and the lack of smooth roads
prevented use of the wheel for general widespread transportation until well into the 20th
century in some areas.
Early wheels were simple wooden disks with a hole for the axle but even these are based
on one power of the circle over other shapes…keeping a central point still as the perimeter
turns round and round.

Crop Circles
Ultra-Terrestrial Forms

Are crop circles proof that we are not alone?
Or simply proof that the circle has such a hold on our imagination?
Crop circles suggest to believers that we might share basic geometric realities with other worlds. This is a compelling notion but for the simple fact that crop circles are easily
demonstrated to be human-made, nothing more than a gigantic pattern created by flattening parts of wheat, barley, rye, or maize fields as the maker follows the limits of a rope like
a radius around while crushing the plants with a plank or other device.
Yet the simple fact that crop circles are so easy to make is another echo of the power of this
shape in our mind’s eye.
No matter.
The allure – the romance – of alien circle-makers is so powerful that paranormal enthusiasts, ufologists, and weird science investigators continue to explore and explain them. It
is a belief not only that we are not alone but that we share basic fundamental principles of
circularity, complexity, reality with all of life.

Kepler’s Ellipse		
Near Circles, Not Circles

A circle is a kind of ellipse with the focus at the center.
So when the astronomer Johannes Kepler proposed in 1605 that the orbit of every planet
was an ellipse with the sun at a focus, he was dealing in circles.
This idea was an improvement on his own earlier theory – presented in Mysterium Cosmographicum – that the orbits of the planets were based on the five “perfect” Platonic solids…a complex geometry that better astronomical tables proved invalid.
Kepler’s elliptical theory was a remarkable insight given the fact that planetary orbits are
actually near-circles, or as astronomers might say, their eccentricities are quite low.
To anyone trying to understand the big picture, it seems, there is comfort in geometry and
in the notion that the universe is based on simple rules of arrangement or even the idea that
God is a geometer.
Even more appealing is the notion that these rules are based on the most basic of forms…
the circle.

Dante’s Circle		
The Infernal Circle

Inferno is Italian for “Hell” and it is also the name of the first part of Dante Alighieri’s 14th
century epic poem, Divine Comedy.
This part of the poem is an allegory telling of the journey of Dante through the medieval
concept of Hell. His guide on this journey – the Roman poet Virgil – takes him through nine
circles of suffering in Hell towards the eventual recognition and rejection of sin.
If the early scientists were looking to circles to explain the cosmos, Dante found then in the
very structure of our moral lives.
Purgatorio, the second part of the poem, envisions purgatory as a mountain with levels of
suffering and spiritual growth, but by Paradiso, the third and last part, we are back to circles
with heaven depicted as a series of concentric spheres surrounding the earth.
Allegorically, the entire poem represents the soul’s ascent to God and as you can see from
other entries in this exhibition, when the eternal, the profound, or the grand are in question
it seems that circles are our primary means of visualizing them.

The Gear
Intersecting Circles

The circle of the imagination is a smooth round form.
But in the hard reality of the world, there are many circles in use that challenge this pure
simplicity and the gear is one of them.
A gear is a rotating circle with teeth or cogs around its rim that mesh with another gear to
transmit torque. That is a fancy way of saying that one turns the other and now we are in the
realm of circles interacting with other circles to produce something new…action, motion,
energy.
Two or more gears working in tandem are called a transmission and the size and number
of them can vary tremendously and produce all sorts of machine results. So it seems that
engineering too relies on circles as a basic structure and you do not need a degree in mechanics or even see the gear in action to get the sense of it. Just the image of a gear with
all those sturdy teeth around the rim, has a powerful hold on us as it represents energy and
efficiency, dynamic power, and the intricate machining that is so humanly possible.

Epicycles			
Circles on Circles

To the great Greek philosopher Aristotle, the heavens were composed of 55 concentric,
crystalline spheres to which celestial objects were attached. The Earth was at the center of
this epic of circles and the Prime Mover occupied the outermost sphere.
By adjusting the velocities of these concentric spheres, many features of planetary motion
could be explained but observations of varying planetary brightness and retrograde motion
could not be.
The solution to these problems – of course – was to add more circles so that the planets
were not attached to the concentric spheres themselves but to circles attached to them.
These were called “epicycles” and they allowed for a complex machinery of circles rotating
upon circles that better predicted planetary motion.
It was an ingenious clocklike mechanism that explained observations…until a clearer understanding came along. The appeal was based on the idea that all motion in the heavens
had to rely on uniform circular motion because God was perfect and – naturally – so was
the circle.

A Manhole Cover		
A Shape that Cannot Fall

Why are manholes covers round?
The question was made famous by Microsoft when they began asking it on job interviews.
One notable answer – manhole covers are round because manholes are round – is philosophically pleasing but beside the point. So too are answers that refer to tradition, efficiency, and manufacturing costs. All possible but they all miss a key fact.
Manhole covers are round because they are heavy, usually made of cast iron and weighing
over 100 pounds, because they have to be thick enough to support traffic. Being round
makes them easy to roll.
An even better answer is striking because it gives you an insight into a special quality of
circularity.
Manhole covers, to be removable, sit on a narrower lip on the surface of the street. A round
manhole cover therefore cannot fall through its smaller circular opening while a square one
could fall in if it were inserted diagonally in the hole.
Another advantage to a shape that is uniform in all directions and circles win out again.

The Zodiac 			
Cycles of the Night

The heavens are filled with circles.
Or perhaps it is we who fill the heavens with them in our attempt to make sense of the unknown and here is only one more example.
The Zodiac refers to astrological signs that divide the sky into twelve equal zones that lie
along the plane of the ecliptic, the flat ring of planetary motion which can also be seen as
the apparent path of the sun across the sky. This ring-like structure is described in Ptolemy’s
Almagest in the 2nd century AD but similar schemes can be seen even earlier than that
among the Babylonians.
In other words, the need to see structure – a circular one – in the cosmos is quite old and
throughout history this notion of dividing the heavens into slices of a celestial pie has influenced many different cultures.
Nowadays, the Zodiac is more generally associated with astrology, which is less about celestial order than the fates and futures of ordinary human beings…but still about circular
heavens.

Ferris Wheel		
Fun and Play Comes Around

Circles are not just to look at or contemplate.
They can be toyed with, played with, tinkered with, and even ridden. For this last application, take the most famous example…the Ferris Wheel.
The first Great Wheel ride was described as early as the 17th century but the modern
Ferris Wheel was designed and constructed by noted bridge-builder George Washington
Gale Ferris, Jr. for the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The ride was so immediately popular that the term soon came to be used generically for all such rides.
Ferris’ wheel had 36 cars, each one taking about ten minutes to make a revolution but modern technology has allowed for all sorts of variations in speed, motion, and size.
Even so, the basic structure has remained the same and, for that matter, so has the basic
pleasure…riding round and round the rim of a great circle, seeing the world from a circular
point of view, returning to where you started.
There is no ride more elemental than that.

Labyrinth			
Circular Journeys Home

A labyrinth is not a maze.
Mazes are to get lost in; labyrinths are to find your way. Mazes can be any shape that
fools the user into false ends but labyrinths are circular to ensure that the center is always
reached.
The most familiar use of the word labyrinth is in Greek mythology; the hero Theseus killed
the Minotaur, a half-man and half-bull who lived in it, then found his way out by following
a skein of thread...but this tale surely refers to a maze.
The labyrinth on the other hand, as it has evolved from Roman times until the Renaissance,
is not a trap. It is a pathway one follows leading to a resolution in the center. Hence its use
in philosophy, religion, mysticism, even entertainment.
Labyrinths have appeared as designs on pottery and basketry, etched on the walls of caves
or churches, and as patterns on floors and fields that can be walked for group rituals or
private meditation. A circle for the body and the mind and a circular path as a life journey,
the road to enlightenment, or a roundabout way to completion.

de Saussure’s Circle		
Explaining Language

To understand any complex system, we often rely on diagrams to expose the structure.
And since circles are one of our basic forms they become one of the ways we organize our
understanding of the world.
Take the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, for one example, who explored how signs can
have meaning. His explanation involved the relationship between an abstract mental concept and the concrete thing - utterance, written word, picture – that might elicit it.
For example, the way the letters on a storefront that read “open” elicit the concept in our
minds that the store is ready for business.
In his basic diagram of this relationship, the two elements – the thing and the thought – are
united in that most elemental of forms…the circle.

In fact, without even understanding

the meaning of this diagram, one immediately feels that it is classic and essential, simply
because of the power of the circular form to seem basic to our sense of the way things work.
One more instance of the appeal of the circle to codify and contain, to make the structure
of an idea clear and precise.

Smiley Face Icon
Sign of the Times

Circles are not always serious and not necessarily profound.
Take the smiley face as an especially daffy example.
The smiley or happy face icon is usually seen as a yellow circle with two black ovals representing eyes and a black half circle representing the mouth. It is an example of the button
as cheap promotional giveaway, dating back to metal badges used in the 19th century.
According to most sources, the image was first created by an artist named Harvey Ball in
1963 for an advertising campaign by The State Mutual Life Assurance Company of Massachusetts. Ball never copyrighted or trademarked the symbol and it quickly entered pop
culture…first as a button, and then in endless variations, alterations, and satires as sign,
symbol, mark.
The power of this image is no doubt based on its ridiculous simplicity but also, perhaps, on
the strength of the circle to give the face a quintessential quality. At least no square smiley
faces have ever been as popular.

Stone of the Fifth Sun
Timeless and Circular Time

What shape represents timelessness better than the unending circle?
The Aztecs must have felt this when they created the Stone of the Fifth Sun, a carving about
12 feet in diameter and 4 feet thick that was excavated in Mexico City in 1790.
Imagine the power of a design that explained – through its layout and graphics – the origin
of the world, how it would continue, and when it would end.
In other words, the destiny of time itself.
By depicting the eternal cycles of creation and destruction of the cosmos, this design helped
the peoples of the capital city of Tenochtitlan understand and obey the will of their gods regarding conduct, harvests, and rituals. And there can be no doubt that the representation of
this cosmos in concentric circles added to its power and its appeal due simply to the visual
power of the circle to seem timeless.
The stone was strangely accurate too, predicting that their world would come to an end
pretty much when it did because of the arrival of the Spanish conquistadores.

Solar Eclipse
A Circle Made Visible

The sun is a sphere due to the effects of gravity on mass.
But it is a circle due to the effects of eyes on the world.
Spheres in other words, seen from a single point of view, are circles and that is the way we
think of the sun although we in fact rarely perceive the sun as a circle or even as a sphere.
Most of the time, we see the sun as a shimmering light except for two occasions…first,
when it is low on the horizon and the atmosphere cuts down the shimmer and reveals the
orb, and second during an solar eclipse.
A total solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the sun and the earth and covers the sun as viewed from some location on Earth. In this case we are of course detecting
two circular forms…that of the moon itself casting a shadow and the roughly even corona
of light of the sun behind it.
Standing on the spherical earth, looking with our round eyes through our circular pupils at
the line-up of the orbs of sun and moon, it is easy to imagine why circles seem to be basic
to the very nature of the universe.

Mandala
The Sacred Circle

It should be no surprise that circles, with their sense of endless completion, show up in so
many religious images.
Take the mandala as one familiar example.
Mandala is a Sanskrit word that means “circle” and it is a form seen in much Hindu and
Buddhist art but also in many other religious traditions as well. The typical form of the mandala is of concentric geometric shapes contained within a circle and often containing inner
circles as well. It is both the complexity of these patterns and the simplicity of the circular
form itself that give them their visual power.
Mandalas have been used for mediation practice, as a spiritual teaching tool, for establishing sacred spaces, and of course for pure artistic appreciation. Psychologists in the tradition
of Carl Jung also use mandalas to reveal secrets of the unconscious, indicating just how
deeply some people believe that the circle penetrates into our awareness.

The Button
A Round Fastener

Roundness feels like closure.
No surprise then, that it is such a common shape for fasteners.
In fact, buttons and button-like objects have been around for thousands of years. Used as
ornaments and seals, buttons have been discovered in ancient sites all around the world,
the oldest from the Indus Valley about 5,000 years ago.
But the button as a fastener is more recent, first appearing in Europe around the 13th century as the familiar circular item with holes inside of it for attaching thread.
By the very next century, buttons were the primary means of closing garments perhaps because they are both useful and decorative, circles that combine engineering and style.
Straps, zippers, Velcro, and other approaches have all had their chance but there is nothing
quite as satisfying, or secure for that matter, as slipping that circular disk into a buttonhole.
Even though buttonholes, despite the name, are not holes at all, they are slits.

Rose Window
The Geometry of Light

Logic meets faith in the circle.
The Rose window is an example, the perfect combination of a love for geometry and a spiritual sense of the power of the circle as form.
Rose windows probably developed from the Roman oculus, large circular openings in
buildings that let in light and air. Sometimes called a Catherine Window, after Saint Catherine of Alexandria who was sentenced to be executed on a spiked wheel, the term Rose
window can refer to any circular window but it is particularly used for the stained glass
windows found in Medieval churches. The word “rose” is used because of the complex
designs that relate to the geometry of the flower.
Rose windows are characteristic of Gothic architecture and can be seen in all the major
Gothic Cathedrals in Europe. The intricate designs in glass turn them into an art form all
their own and to stand inside a cathedral and see one illuminated by bright sunlight is to
appreciate their complex construction while also experiencing a special state of circular
grace.

Human Egg
Born in a Circle

We are created from a cozy roundness.
The human egg, called an ovum, is a reproductive cell that takes a spherical form, so we
would be remiss in not pointing out that we essentially begin life as a kind of circle.
The eggs of many other creatures are ovoid to withstand external pressure but the human
egg, the mammalian egg, protected inside the womb, does not need that kind of engineering. It therefore takes on the more directly dynamic rounded form, resisting pressure equally in all directions, and eventually dividing into the multi-celled, very uncircular, creatures
we become.
The ovum is also one of the largest cells in the human body and one of the few that are
visible to the naked eye, where it of course appears to us a circle pure and simple.
It is therefore pure poetry to look at that cell, so literally full of life and so perfectly round
in the lab, without thinking that the appeal of circles may very well start in utero, before we
ever actually see one.

The Coin
Round as Money

Why should money be round?
Could it be because we transfer our inherent trust in the circle into a faith in cash?
Or perhaps round coins are simply easier to mint, pointing to yet another advantage to the
circular form.
Of course, paper currency is never round and all sorts of shapes have been used for coinage
too, yet the circular disk is the most common shape for coins throughout history. In fact,
we take the word coin to generally refer to a round token and around the world the words
for “coin” and “currency” are often the same.
In most monetary systems these metal discs represent the lower end of value, which is odd
considering that coins are more durable than paper and are occasionally made of the more
precious metals like gold and silver.
Maybe it is the shape itself that gives coins such appeal for circulation, collection, and metal investment…the stability of the round form, the balance in your palm, and the way you
can feel their value with your fingers as they clink in your pocket.

Wedding Band
Endless Commitment

The circle, with no surprises in its form, can easily stand for security.
So to seal a deal that is meant to be permanent, nothing but the circle will do.
For this reason, marriages have been finalized through the use of wedding bands dating
back to ancient Greece and this is still the custom today.
In modern ceremonies, the bride and groom exchange matching rings to symbolize their
union and, depending on the local culture, they are usually worn on the base of the right or
the left finger. Wedding bands also often include an engraving of names or dates intended
to increase the permanence of the ceremony.
Wedding bands are so filled with symbolism, in fact, that they often become heirlooms,
handed down through the generations to represent the history and past of a family.
Although many other forms of exchange gifts have been used throughout the centuries, we
seem to always come back to the circle for its sense of unity and timelessness.

Punishment Wheel
Circular Damnation

If you are out for eternal punishment, what form is better than the circle which has no end?
Punishment wheels therefore crop up in a number of legends but the most familiar comes
from Greek mythology. It concerns Ixion, the original bad boy, who murdered his fatherin-law to avoid giving him promised bridal gifts. Pitied by Zeus, Ixion was brought to
Olympus where he promptly tried to seduce Hera, the wife of Zeus. Not a great idea and
as punishment, Ixion was bound to a fiery wheel that revolved eternally in the underworld.
So much for the ideal Platonic wheel.
Real punishment wheels – also known as breaking wheels for obvious reasons – have also
been devised and used repeatedly throughout history in any number of gruesome ways.
St. Catherine of Alexandria was to be executed on one of these devices, which thereafter
became known as the Catherine wheel.
This history simply proves that as pure as the circle may be as form and shape, human beings are far less pure.

The Round Table
Knights on a Circle

Circles suggest centrality but a circle can also be democratic.
The circle dance allows all participants to view each other equally. The council circle common to many tribes makes each speaker an equal. Circling the wagons makes everyone on
the perimeter equally responsible for protection.
But perhaps the quintessentially democratic circle was the famous Round Table in King
Arthur’s court.
In the Arthurian legend – or fact, as some historians think - Arthur created the Round Table
to prevent quarrels among his barons since none of them would accept a lower place than
any of the others. In the romances of the 12th and 13th centuries, the Round Table became
a symbol of the order of chivalry that flourished under King Arthur. Round Table tournaments during the Middle Ages included representations of the original as symbols of the era.
In modern times, round tables for negotiations have been popular for the same reasons of
equity, especially during the 1990s when a series of round table talks contributed to the
collapse of Communist regimes throughout Europe.

Zen Circle
Contained Contemplation

Enso is a Japanese word meaning “circle.”
This is an image and concept strongly associated with Zen.
As a symbol, usually roughly drawn in freehand, it represents mindfulness and enlightenment on the one hand, and the Universe and the void on the other.
It can also be seen as representing the Japanese aesthetic of simplicity and the controlling
of a composition through a mixture of purity and irregularity.
True believers in Zen consider that the character of the artist is fully exposed in how she or
he draws an enso and to watch a master of the brush draw one – deliberately and freely – is
to understand the Zen idea of action without doing. You can see both concentration and
letting go in the gesture and the motion used to create it.
Because of its simple and singular circularity, the enso is often used as a tool for meditation
and even as a spiritual exercise.
One more example of the power of the circle as both image and idea.

Rota Fortunae
The Wheel of Fortune

The Wheel of Fortune is not just a game show.
The original one, according to ancient Roman legend, belonged to the goddess Fortuna,
who spun it at random, changing the positions of those on the wheel from suffering through
triumph. In other words, it represented the capricious nature of Fate.
Your luck today might bring sorrow tomorrow…and vice versa.
Naturally the wheel with its sense of endless churning is the perfect symbol for this idea.
Fortuna herself is often depicted as a woman, sometimes blindfolded, turning the wheel.
Wheels of good fortune have been a staple of festivals, arcades, and casinos for a long time
and so the very term has come to be associated with possibility and good luck.
But the original idea was not quite so upbeat.
On the famous game show, your spin may win you money. But on the more serious wheel
of human fate, each turn is a life-changing event that may or may not give it a positive spin.

The Divine Circle
God as Geometer

The circle as both article of faith and structure of the cosmos is a common image throughout history.
As a pure form it stands for geometry on the one hand and divinity on the other.
The Middle Ages saw the ultimate unity in these two ideals especially regarding the great
cathedrals which were based on geometric principles but represented religious fervor.
A common image from this period in art is that of God holding a pair of compasses to take
the measure of, what else, a great circle.
The image suggested that God had created the universe using geometric and harmonic
principles and therefore to pursue these principles was to seek and worship God. This is
only one of many uses of the circle in various traditions to bring together the ideas of rationality and faith.
It works because circles work…we instantly sense their simplicity and completeness, a
common theme of both engineering and spirituality.

Dinner Plate
Around Food

You can eat off of any surface. Plank, platter…even a rock for that matter.
But there is just something more comforting (and maybe even nourishing) about eating on
a circular plate. How else to explain the popularity of this form? You might even ask yourself…can you really have the sense of a full meal without one?
Plates are as old as civilization and have been made from every material known to humans
and in every size as well. Other shapes have come and gone and come back again, but the
basic, classic dinner plate is round and only round.
This is interesting considering that most foods are not.
So how to explain its eternal popularity? Not through mass production, which can as easily
form a square as a circle, nor rules of etiquette, which determine our behavior around the
plates rather than their contours.
The only answer comes back to the circle itself and its appeal as a container that has no
hidden corners, no unused edges, no secret pockets. Everything in full view and ready to
be savored.

Nipple
Circular Life

Circles run throughout our lives.
We see through circles, are born in circles, and detect them everywhere we look.
We also get our first nourishment, outside the womb that is, through one.
A nipple is the projection on the breasts or udder of a mammal by which breast milk is delivered to the young and on humans it has a distinctly round appearance.
As babies, we don’t so much notice it as feel for it.
Every mammalian baby has a rooting instinct (moving its head to bring its mouth toward
whatever is touching its face) for seeking the nipple. Then our sucking instinct takes over
for extracting milk.
It is no doubt the roundness of the shape that tells us the nipple has been found and is
something worth sucking.
Nipples, of course, could be flat or oblong or any of many other shapes but – as this collection suggests – nature loves a circle and uses one whenever possible.
And, come to think of it, so do we.

Early Map
Encircling the World

The earth, of course, is round in the sense that it is a sphere.
But the idea that it was round came long before the knowledge of it.
Even the flat earth of early mythology had a circular perimeter due, no doubt, to the sense
that the horizon appears equally distant in all directions. The fact that this seems to be the
case no matter where you stand was also one of the first clues that the planet was a ball.
Look at old maps and you will see that most of them are rounded in their contours; they
show a circular rim with the seas and continents contained inside. This is the case for
the maps of Anaximander in the 6th century BCE, through maps made during the Middle
Ages, and even up to the 17th century.
It was not until the Mercator projection that the standard shape of a map of the earth became
rectangular…and more accurate for showing the areas on a sphere in two dimensions.
Still, if you love circles, modern rectangular, orthogonal maps seem so much – well – flatter
than their curvy cousins.

Bicycle Wheel
The Circle Spoked

A spoked wheel is no ordinary circular object.
It is a marvel of engineering balance.
Unlike the first wheels, which were solid with holes in the middle for the axle and quite
heavy, the spoked wheel has no solid interior. It is mostly air and is therefore very light.
Pure poetry of tension and compression.
And a better example than any other of the dynamic relationship in a circle between the
perimeter and the center.
In fact, the wheel rim itself is rather flimsy; it is the tension of the spokes joined in a central
hub that gives it real rigidity. Thirty-two thin wires joining the rim to the center of a spoked
wheel can hold over 300lbs of weight. That is nothing less than technical magic and one
reason why bicycles remain such a popular and functional device.
What you have with a spoked wheel visually is a purer circle than any other…like a hula
hoop with a resume. It is all circumference and hub and when spinning too fast to see the
spokes, it looks like a dream of the perfect circle.

Pie Chart
Thinking Roundly

Circles have no corners and so nothing is hidden.
That makes them an appealing shape to use when trying to diagram the structure of anything you want to reveal. Hence their use in diagramming planetary motion, atomic arrangements, linguistic connections.
Because circles do not preference any one area over another, democratic systems and equitable patterns lend themselves to circles while autocratic or hierarchical systems tend to
rely on pyramids.
But circles are also used to reveal the relative importance of elements within a system and
the most popular form of that is the pie chart.
In a pie chart, the width of each sector is proportional to the quantity it represents and because circles are so easy to see, these relationships become instantly and intuitively clear.
The first pie charts, developed in the early 19th century, have given way to multi-level, exploded, 3-D, doughnut, animated ones, you name it.
There are graphs and bars and lines and waves but to display information, the circle is one
shape we return to when clarity counts.

The Mathematical Circle
A Piece of Pi

Mathematicians love circles too.
In fact, circles are one of the oldest known mathematical forms and every aspect of the circle has been studied and evaluated…area, circumference, radii, arcs. A papyrus dating all
the way back to 1700 BCE gives a method for finding the area of a circular field and many
historians view the circle as the first inspiration for geometry and calculus.
In mathematical terms a circle is defined as a shape consisting of those points in a plane
that are equidistant from a given point called the center. What you get is a closed form that
divides the plane into an exterior and an interior and the word circle can refer either to the
perimeter itself or to the whole figure.
And then there is pi. Pi is a mathematical constant whose value is the ratio of any circle’s
circumference to its diameter and it has been one of the most intriguing numbers in all of
mathematics, used in physics, probabilities, calculus, geometry, poetry, science fiction.
Naturally.
Only something as simple as a circle could generate something as complex as pi.

Torus
Circles Circled

Technically a torus is a bagel.
Or perhaps it is the other way around.
Either way, a torus is really a circle of circles…it is generated by revolving a circle in
three-dimensional space about an axis coplanar with the circle. In other words, sweep a
circle around and back to itself and you get a torus.
The word torus comes from the Latin word meaning “cushion” but a torus is more than a
seat. In geometry and topology, the torus becomes a shape worth studying for its dynamic
qualities within a rigid structure. This is the same kind of contradiction that makes circles
themselves so visually appealing…they seem simple and essential yet lend themselves to
endless study and use.
Bagels, doughnuts, inner tubes, lifebuoys, O-rings...these are all toroidal shapes, circles
formed by circles. But to topologists and geometers, it is the sheer circularity in 3D space
that makes the torus worth studying.

Wheel of Dharma
On The Circular Path

Circles are seen throughout spiritual practice.
Chakras, dances, mandalas, and other uses that make an attemtp to represent some kind of
eternal truth through the image of the circle.
The Dharmacakra or Wheel of Dharma is another one of these and a common symbol of
Buddhism. It represents the dharma, the Buddha’s teaching of the path to enlightenment.
For this reason it is also sometimes called the wheel of doctrine or wheel of law.
The Dharmacakra is usually shown as a chariot wheel with eight spokes that represent the
Noble Eightfold Path of Buddhism. The circular form makes perfect sense, as it does in
all these cases, because it conveys a visual impression of perfection and stability, but also
movement as our eyes follow the perimeter around.
Some schools of Buddhism also see in the wheel a representation of the phases of development of the teaching. These phases are called “turnings” of the wheel so that the circle then
comes to embody a sense of change or growth.
Circles like no other shape, it seems, can embody our deepest yearnings for understanding.

The Logo
In Corporate Circles

A good logo is all about simplicity and recognition.
That is why logo designers tend to rely on simple geometric shapes and only a few flat colors; it makes the design easier to spot and read. It also explains the common use of circles
in logo design…they are simple shapes that also suggest stability and solidarity with an
added sense of motion as the eye follows the curve around the rim.
Look around at the logos created for most corporations and you will see just how often circles are used…or look no further than the most basic and familiar ones incorporated into
the logo for the Target Corporation.
The original design from 1962 had three red bands but this was simplified in 1968 into a
single circle surrounding a red dot for the same reason all logos get simplified, to make
them look more modern and ever easier to spot.
In fact, the Target circle – thanks to the power of shopping over most other forms of endeavor – may be one of the most commonly seen and recognized circles in the world.

O-Ring
Sealing Circles

An O-ring is a gasket.
Gaskets made of rubber or other flexible materials are used to seal the edges where two
surfaces meet. They can be any shape that works but since most tubes and pipes are round,
the O of the O-ring is the most common form.
For this reason, they are often used in plumbing, which makes the O-ring one of the most
common circles in our homes.
One O-ring in particular became famous in connection with the Challenger disaster of
1986. Searching for an explanation for the fuel leak that may have caused the explosion,
the Nobel-winning physicist Richard Feynman famously took one of the O-rings used on
the shuttle and plunked it in a glass of ice water. When he took it out, the O-ring cracked;
the cold water had made it brittle and Feynman (famous for simple solutions) proposed that
the cold of space had had a similar effect.
Proving that even a failed circle is deserving of our attention.

Lifebuoy
Circles of Saving

Most lifebuoys – or lifesavers – are round.
This is an interesting fact given the case that we ourselves are not round.
We could just as easily fit into an oblong lifebuoy or a rectangular one for that matter.
There does not seem to be any historical precedent that set this shape as the basic one for
lifebuoys so we must return to the basic premise of this book to explain it…we just love
circles.
Life saving buoys are designed to be thrown to a person in the water in order to provide
buoyancy and they usually have a connecting line that allows the rescuer to reel the victim
in. You could make the case that the roundness makes them easier to grab, but that is not a
very compelling argument. Besides, other shapes have been used…like the torpedo buoy
preferred by lifeguards on the California coast.
Yet the standard is still the circle and the only explanation is that we live in a world of circles – natural ones and ones of our own making – and rely on that shape so much that we
would even trust our lives to it.

Globe
Around a Round World

The globe is a study in circles, not just visually but dynamically.
True, globes are spherical, just like the earth. In fact, the word “globe” comes from the Latin
word globus, meaning round mass or sphere. The earliest known globe was made by Crates
of Mallus in what is now Turkey in the mid-2nd century BCE and there have been thousands
of variations since…all of them nice and spheroid.
But we really perceive globes as circles especially in flat images. And the circle that a globe
defines is a lot more perfect – a lot rounder – than the earth itself, which is lumpier in the
middle as a result of centrifugal force.
Not only is the contour of a globe round but the globe – unlike the earth – is itself encircled
by the lines of longitude and latitude. These great circles are one of the ways we can determine location on the curved surface of the earth.
With the invention of the globe we have created a model of the world made of circles on
circles within circles.

The Gauge
Highs & Lows All Around

The digital age has ushered in the triumph of numbers.
But for hundreds of years before the digital readout, we took the measure of things by reading a needle around a circle.
Dials and gauges relied on a hand that swept around a circular measure to tell us when
something was low or high…volume, speed, pressure. That arrangement had the advantage
that it gave you a visceral sense of change – increase or decrease – as you followed the
pointer around the rim. More was further, less was less far.
We lose that direct visual connection – the sense of moving clockwise or counterclockwise
– when confronted with the pure numbers of modern digital readouts. Of course we can
still get the information we need, but not so intuitively.
That is not to say that the Age of Dials is over; there are plenty around. Car makers, for
instance, must sense the appeal because most automobiles still use the gas gauge and the
speedometer. And that needle edging towards Empty is just more arresting than any word
or number by itself could be.

Lid
Round at the Top

Lids tend to be round simply because canisters tend to be cylindrical.
This is a pure byproduct of the manufacturing process, but due to their ubiquity, we have a
strong visual association of covers and lids with roundness.
Corks, stoppers, bottle caps, twist off tops, you name it. No matter how many inventors or
manufacturers try other forms, tops in the mind are circles and they represent sealing in and
opening up.
The classic exampleof this is the tin can lid, patented in 1810 by the English inventor Peter
Durand. In fact we even have a device – the can opener – whose sole purpose is to remove
it and using one is a lesson in circularity as we follow that rim around and round.
The advent of pull-tabs on beverage cans and other products served to take our focus away
from the roundness of the lid but did this still did not change our basic sense that lids are
circles and to seal a thing is to secure it with a nice round shape.

Medallion
Circled by Fame

Consider the medal.
Or the award, the seal, the rosette for that matter.
Any shape could work for the purpose, but most medals are circles that have been sculpted,
molded, cast, struck, stamped, or in some way designed with an insignia or portrait or other
image.
Medals are awarded to recognize some achievement, commemorate an event, or be sold as
collectibles. The word “medal” is derived from the Latin medalia, which was a copper coin
and since most coins are round, medals are too. Rectangular medals are usually called
plaques and the more common round kind are known as medallions.
The first known instance of a medal being awarded comes from the historian Josephus,
writing long after the event, who tells the story of the High Priest Jonathan who led the
Hebrews to aid Alexander the Great in the fourth century BCE. In return for this service,
Alexander “sent to Jonathan... honorary awards, as a golden button, which it is custom to
give the king’s kinsmen.”
And we have been honoring each other with little round disks ever since.

Porthole
The Hole in the Hull

A porthole is a circle we can all easily recognize.
The word porthole is an abbreviated term for “port hole window” and it is usually a circular
glass disk in a metal frame bolted to the side of the ship’s hull designed to allow light in and
keep water out.
The kind that open are fastened with pivoting threaded bolts called “dogs” made of bronze
or brass, like the frame itself, to resist corrosion.
On older ships both the frame and the glass were quite thick to withstand sea pressure when
closed and that kind of porthole immediately suggests the great wooden vessels of the past.
Modern portholes are thinner and sleeker but still familiar and portholes are also used on
armored vehicles, aircraft, some cars, and spacecraft.
They are round to provide equal pressure and resistance in all directions against the hull
because circles are the best shape for that. But even more compelling is that unique sense
one gets of looking out at an alien world – in the sea or in space – through a round window.
Like a lens that keeps you safely on this side of the danger.

Graphic Symbol
Containing the Sign

Graphic symbols frequently rely on circles for their visual power and simplicity.
Not all graphic symbols do this but one in particular always does…the No symbol.
The No symbol is a red circle with a diagonal line through it running from top left to bottom
right.
It is a pictogram, an image that represents a complete idea and is usually used over some
kind of graphic showing what is not permitted.
The one that has the symbol over the letter P to show that parking is not allowed is the most
common version seen in the United States but around the world there are many other variations as well. The No symbol is so iconic that it has been used not only for signage but also
in advertising, in parodies, on t-shirts, and for many other uses.
The shape is round, no doubt, to create a strong contained design that is easy to spot amid
the visual confusion of a city street. And perhaps also to communicate – relying on the
essential nature of the circle – that the rule being visualized here is unvarying and unambiguous.

Halftone Dot
Invisible Circles

Circles are, in a modern sense, at the very core of all images.
This is the case because all printed images are made of dots called halftones.
The halftone is a printing method that simulates continuous tone imagery (the fluid lights
and darks of photographs, for example) through the use of tiny dots of varying size and
spacing. The smaller the dots, the more precise the image appears; the closer they are together, the darker the area.
This technique relies on the optical illusion that from a distance of even a few inches, these
tiny dots are blended into smooth tones by the eye. Even full-color printed images in magazines rely on a pattern of just four colored dots using what is called the CMYK model.
In newer digital halftoning, the original printed dots have given way to square pixels – like
the ones you might see close up on a computer screen – but on the printed page these tiny
halftone circles still rule.
Just imagine that every printed image you see is made of teeny circles and you can understand how central this form is to all of visual communication.

Nataraja
The Circle Dance

Nataraja translates as the Lord of Dance.
It is a depiction of the Hindu god Shiva performing his cosmic dance in order to destroy a
weary universe so that Brahma can once again start the process of creation.
Nataraja is usually depicted by a bronze statue showing Shiva dancing inside a circle of
flames, lifting his left leg, and balancing over a demon symbolizing ignorance. The figure
has become a well-known symbol in India, and of Indian culture to the rest of the world.
The circle makes perfect sense here.
It represents the cosmos, for one thing, as it does in many other scientific and religious uses.
It also visually supports the idea of cyclicity – universes being destroyed in order to create
new ones. The idea of a figure inside a circle is also common to other images that relate
cosmic structure to human reality, as seen in Vetruvian man, for example.
Judging from the common appearance of circles in so many spiritual contexts, it is clear
that the circle is the primary choice when trying to represent that unique yearning we have
for the sacred.

Peace Symbol
A Well-Rounded Piece

It is one of the most recognized images in the world.
And one of the most familiar uses of the circle in graphics.
The peace symbol was originally designed for the British nuclear disarmament movement
by Gerald Holtom in 1958.
Holtom wrote at one point that the image in the middle represented himself with his arms
down and outstretched in despair but the shape is also seen as a combination of the semaphore signals for the letters N and D…for Nuclear Disarmament. In semaphore the letter N
is formed by a person holding two flags in an upside-down V and the letter D is formed by
holding one flag pointed straight up and the other pointed straight down. Put them together
and you get the shape of the middle of the peace symbol.
Other images have been used to stand for peace such as doves, olive branches, flowers,
even broken rifles but the peace symbol – nothing more than a circle with three lines within
– has become the universal symbol everyone knows.
Another example of the pure power of the circle to capture the eye and mind.

The Sound Hole
Sound in the Round

Circles and sounds just seem to go together.
Look at most instruments and you will find a circle somewhere. Horns, valves, holes, drumheads. Pianos, of course, are a big exception along with a few others but most instruments
have a circle somewhere at their core or, more likely, that point when the sound leaves the
body. For this reason, most images of instruments actually being played and making music
focus on the circular form of the horn or the bell or the skin or the hole.
The sound hole on a guitar is one example. It allows some of the vibrations that have been
set in motion inside the instrument to travel outside and reverberate in all directions; and of
course the circle is the perfect multidirectional shape.
Not all stringed instruments use round holes though…there are f-shaped holes in the viol
family, rosettes in lutes, and mandolins often have oval holes.
But when you think about music emanating from an instrument, you just have to think in
the round.

Astrolabe
Moving Around the Stars

The astrolabe was an instrument of the circular universe.
It was used by astronomers, navigators, and astrologers to locate and predict the positions
of the planets and stars, to determine local time, in surveying and triangulation, and for any
other activity for which time and place were needed.
It was round more because of engineering than physics…a set of dials can more easily be
moved in relation to each other to create different settings in a more contained space than
sliding planes.
Yet it was the very shape of the astrolabe that contributed to the sense that the universe itself was circular in structure and design. And even today we look at the movement of the
constellations and planets with a circular framework in mind. As though the cosmos itself
were nothing more than a grand astrolabe engineered with wheels and circles.
Clockface, sundial, astrolabe…these devices have not only allowed us to structure time and
space, they have influenced the way that we visualize them in the mind’s eye.

The Patch
Uniform Circles

As this booksuggests, circles are standard, common, familiar. Easy to relate to.
Because of this, they are often used to represent connections…for group identity for example, camaraderie, or membership in an organization.
Circles are also contained forms and therefore can convey a sense of unity and solidity and
for this reason patches, seals, insignias, and other emblems used to represent groups of
people tend to be circular in shape. It should be no surprise therefore that this is the predominant shape for most patches that are worn on uniforms.
Patches, as opposed to seals, are usually sewn, so the advent of automatic stitching devices
made circular shapes easier to mass produce. This has added to their widespread use especially among the military where they are officially referred to as shoulder sleeve insignia.
The practice started during World War I and continues to this day.
In the same way that so many logos rely on circles, the goal in patch design is to create a
visual that is simple to see and familiar but also unified and contained.

Film Reel
Wheeling Images

Before the days of bits and bytes, movies were circular.
Not the actual images themselves but the mechanisms for showing them.
The first motion pictures devices from the early 1800s such as zoetropes and phenakistoscopes, were turning wheels with the images set around the rim.
Once celluloid film was developed in the early 1900s, movies became “reelers” because
they were wound around a metal reel. Although the mechanism for moving the film one
frame at a time through the lens has changed, the basic idea of running film from one spool
to another remained until the recent digital revolution.
And even in the digital age, some forms of movies – like Imax for example – still rely on
strips of film being pulled from one reel, through a series of round cams, past a circular lens,
to another reel.
It seems that we cannot avoid circles at the core of visual communications no matter how
fancy our technology gets.

FINAL CIRCLE
Still in the Curve

Just like the circle itself, we end this exploration where we began.
With the ideal circle, the perfect one that exists only in the mind.
Given its central place in the world we perceive and the one that we have constructed, it
would not be overstating the case to say that circles are central, in some way, to human
thought.
Of course there are other shapes to see and make – triangles matter too – but no other
shape gives us the same sense of completion and purity, simplicity and gracefulness.
For this reason, circles are everywhere we look at every level of the universe, anywhere
we make things using materials of all kinds, and they emerge whenever we try to make
sense the world.
You might think of this book as a visual ode to the circle, a reflection on and nod to this
shape that seems to shape our dreams and our plans.
And with that we have come, yes you guessed it....full circle.

